Understanding a spoken message, as well as the emotion in which it is expressed, is an important skill for successful communication. In face-to-face communication, it involves the simultaneous processing of the fine acoustic phonetic details to decode the words (semantic information), the manner in which the sentence is spoken (prosody), as well as visual speech and emotion cues discerned by lip reading and by viewing of a talker's facial expressions. While these processes occur with great ease and efficiency under normal listening conditions, they are more challenging under difficult listening conditions, or under conditions of hearing loss. Gathering speech content and emotion information from sound and vision, individually or in combination, may vary depending on the difficulty and demands of the listening situation.

For profoundly deaf and severely hard of hearing individuals, partial access to hearing sensations are enabled by cochlear implants (CIs)---a sensory prosthesis that is intended to electrically encode gross temporal and amplitude features in the original acoustic--phonetic detail that is sufficient for speech recognition in simple listening conditions ([@bibr40-2331216518804966]). Many implantees are able to acquire good oral language outcomes by discerning speech features from gross spectral and temporal features ([@bibr18-2331216518804966]; [@bibr20-2331216518804966]; [@bibr47-2331216518804966]). Yet some aspects of speech perception, including voice and emotion perception that depend more on pitch and timbre cues, are hampered by the fine spectral detail that is not provided by CI processors ([@bibr8-2331216518804966]). This is supported by studies showing CI users' disproportionate difficulty in domains that depend more on pitch and timbral detail including song identification ([@bibr53-2331216518804966]) and voice perception ([@bibr9-2331216518804966]; Van Heugten, Volkova, Trehub, & Schellenberg, 2013).

Acoustic simulations of CI hearing demonstrate that spectral degradation interferes with voice recognition making it difficult to identify age and gender characteristics that are otherwise distinctive in acoustic voice samples ([@bibr54-2331216518804966]). In comparison to their speech decoding abilities, younger children have more difficulties with voice recognition at the same levels of degradation and require more spectral resolution than older children and adults ([@bibr54-2331216518804966]). The costs of spectral degradation on emotion identification could be exacerbated in more challenging listening conditions (Shannon, Fu, & Galvin, 2004). Providing adequate speech-length samples and optimizing response requirements may overcome some of these challenges in forced choice tasks and ideal listening conditions ([@bibr52-2331216518804966]).

The inability to hear distinctive pitch and intonation patterns that mark vocal emotions may have further consequences on CI children's ability to produce expressive emotions in speech (for a comprehensive review on voice perception and production skills of CI users, see [@bibr26-2331216518804966]). For instance, it has been observed that CI children's vocal imitations of happy and sad speech notably lack differentiation in comparison with those of their NH peers, especially with regards to the pitch variability that distinguish these basic emotions ([@bibr55-2331216518804966]). As such, optimizing speech emotion perception may lead to more expressive productions of speech in CI children.

What we know is that despite CI users' significant accomplishments in decoding spoken speech from restricted cues ([@bibr40-2331216518804966]), discerning the emotional meaning conveyed in the prosody of speech remains challenging by comparison ([@bibr49-2331216518804966]). While developments to accurately encode a wider array of acoustic features for CI users are underway, enhancing communication outcomes using perceptual and cognitive resources is the focus of the present research. By observing hearing adults listening to vocoder simulations of CI hearing, we can approximate the relative cost of spectral degradation on speech and emotion perception, examine how the integration of cues across and auditory and visual modalities might have a role in mitigating these effects, identify baseline performances that can delineate differences between acoustic and electric hearing in this age demographic, and better anticipate the challenges that CI users may experience in similar tasks.

To date, there have been few studies examining the impact of spectral degradation on emotion recognition using vocoder simulations. In one notable study, [@bibr29-2331216518804966] used acoustic simulations of CI hearing to parametrically vary spectral content (1--16 spectral bands), amplitude cue variation, and filter cutoff frequencies of temporal envelope information affecting NH adults' recognition of angry, anxious, happy, sad, and neutral emotions in comparison with actual CI users' performance. Unlike CI users, NH listeners still managed to identify emotions accurately when critical amplitude cues were removed by amplitude normalization. Their accuracy further improved with increasing spectral bands and temporal envelope information. For CI users, the combination of weak spectral cues and the lack of informative temporal and amplitude cues lead to poor emotion recognition overall. Despite the adverse listening conditions created by these vocoder simulations, NH participants managed to outperform CI users, thereby indicating notable differences between acoustic and electric hearing of emotion in speech.

In another study, [@bibr17-2331216518804966] compared the perceptual strategies of CI listeners and NH listeners with simulated CI hearing to recognize anger, sadness, joy, and relief. NH listeners relied more on mean pitch differences (i.e., voice fundamental frequency) across emotions, while CI users relied more on wide pitch range contrasts between high-arousal emotions (anger and joy) and low-arousal emotions (sadness and relief). The results suggest that the strong pitch salience available to NH listeners generated a more robust representation of emotion cues enabling them to be more tolerant of the acoustic features that are obscured by spectral degradation. Other factors including better linguistic and cognitive abilities in adults than in children have been shown to increase accuracy in identifying emotions from spectrally degraded speech by ([@bibr49-2331216518804966]).

Most studies concerning auditory perception with electrical hearing have focused primarily on the auditory modality, largely because of clinical interests in aural/oral communication outcomes ([@bibr21-2331216518804966]). [@bibr42-2331216518804966] were among the first investigators to systematically examine the multimodal benefit to speech perception. The addition of visual speaking cues led to increased intelligibility of speech in adverse listening conditions that included high background noise, reverberation, and competing talkers. Visual cues that complemented auditory speech enabled listeners to perceive similar speech sounds that differed in place of articulation (such as /ba/ vs. /da/). These gains were more pronounced in listening conditions with low acoustic signal-to-noise ratios where performance was observed to increase from near zero to 70% to 80% accuracy with the addition of complementary visual cues.

More recently, [@bibr31-2331216518804966] showed that older children and adults benefited from auditory--visual information to improve word recognition in vocoded speech. In contrast, younger children aged 4 to 5 years old did not experience any gain from the addition of visual information. However, it is possible that the high auditory attention requirements of decoding vocoded speech, coupled with the considerable task demands of selecting among a large set of response items (48 digit--color combinations) contributed to hampering audiovisual integration in these younger children. In this case, it is possible that age-related differences in task demands may have dimished the auditory--visual benefit seen in this younger age group.

Auditory--visual associations may be an important strategy for improving speech decoding and emotion recognition under conditions of spectral degradation. Integration of multisensory information is an automatic process that emerges early in life ([@bibr33-2331216518804966]). Infants are capable of using multimodal information in a range of perceptual and cognitive tasks (e.g., [@bibr1-2331216518804966]; [@bibr16-2331216518804966]) and are more inclined to perceive speech multimodally than children ([@bibr7-2331216518804966]) who later demonstrate age-related improvement in these abilities extending into adulthood ([@bibr25-2331216518804966]; [@bibr41-2331216518804966]). In particular, when auditory and visual cues are complementary, multimodal integration can serve to improve speech understanding ([@bibr39-2331216518804966]; [@bibr50-2331216518804966]). For example, visual speech cues from a talker's utterances contribute to improved sentence decoding in background noise, but the gains are notably increased when informative fine structure cues are removed in sinewave vocoded speech, in comparison to acoustic speech with fine structure cues intact ([@bibr43-2331216518804966]). In short, processing of visual information may become especially important with increasing difficulty in listening conditions.

Yet the combined use of auditory--visual cues, when paired incongruently, can sometimes result in a differently perceived stimulus as that occurring in the McGurk effect ([@bibr32-2331216518804966], which has been documented in CI adults ([@bibr45-2331216518804966]) and CI children ([@bibr48-2331216518804966]). For instance, older child CI users are more susceptible to the McGurk effect than younger CI and NH children, which likely indicates a greater demand for higher order integration of auditory--visual information with age and with adaption to auditory impairment ([@bibr48-2331216518804966]). When cues across modalities are congruent, however, the redundancies across the senses can be an important resource to draw upon when one sensory modality is compromised. Over the course of auditory rehabilitation following cochlear implantation, functionality of the visual cortex ([@bibr44-2331216518804966]), and visual speech perception abilities ([@bibr4-2331216518804966]) and their role in cross-modal plasticity, may be critical in promoting auditory speech recovery and its sustained improvement with CI use.

An auditory--visual benefit has also been observed to improve emotion recognition in conditions of spectral degradation. From clear video recordings of a female talker uttering a single nonsense sentence spoken in happy, sad, angry, and fearful expressions, [@bibr35-2331216518804966] found that CI children identified emotions more accurately when dynamic expressive cues are presented in audiovisual recordings in comparison to when they are presented in auditory-only and visual-only formats. CI children benefited from an auditory--visual gain that was similar to that of NH children and children fitted with hearing aids, but their identification scores were less accurate overall than their NH peers. Without informative visual cues, which were otherwise reliably available to both hearing and CI children, notable group differences emerged in the confusion patterns across emotions presented in the auditory-only modality ([@bibr35-2331216518804966]).

While nonsense (e.g., [@bibr35-2331216518804966]) and semantically neutral (e.g., [@bibr49-2331216518804966]) sentences are widely used in experimental task conditions to primarily encourage emotion identification by visual and auditory prosodic cues, it remains to be determined whether similar effects can be achieved with semantically meaningful sentences presented in the same formats. That is, we seek to examine emotion identification in sentences that are semantically congruent with the intended emotional expression in a manner that is akin to how speech is often encountered in everyday conversation. Our use of meaningful and familiar sentences will likely increase the ecological validity of CI simulated findings, and will complement the work of other approaches that used experimentally derived linguistic stimuli that were primarily designed to examine specific effects. Recent brain imaging studies on speech perception using ecologically valid linguistic contexts such as spontaneous speech accompanied by meaningful gestures ([@bibr56-2331216518804966]), coherent narratives extracted from fables ([@bibr58-2331216518804966]), and figurative language in short stories ([@bibr36-2331216518804966]) have not only corroborated findings from research using experimentally derived stimuli, but also revealed unique brain responses that were associated with the sensory and semantic integration that occurred exclusively in natural speech perception. Thus, linguistic materials with high ecological validity, as those employed in this study, can extend insights from vocoder-simulated speech perception beyond those gained from experimentally-derived speech materials used widely in previous research.

The primary aim of the current study is to expand previous research findings on speech and emotion recognition by investigating the effects of multimodal information on hearing adults' speech and emotion recognition in vocoded simulations of spectrally degraded speech. Because discerning speech content from temporal cues is largely possible under these conditions, we predict that speech perception will improve with increasing spectral content in the auditory-only condition. Additional visual cues will improve speech decoding further, but will confer less advantage than in emotion recognition, which is disproportionately worsened by spectral degradation. As speech emotion depends more on fine spectral detail, identification from auditory-only speech information will be poor under the most degraded conditions, but will improve with increasing spectral content. Furthermore, as emotion recognition is a more challenging auditory task than speech decoding in CI listening conditions, the addition of informative visual cues will become more important for emotion recognition under the most degraded conditions. Accordingly, we expect to observe a larger auditory--visual benefit for emotion recognition accuracy than for speech decoding.

Method {#sec1-2331216518804966}
======

Participants {#sec2-2331216518804966}
------------

A total of 30 adults (*M = *21.8*,* standard deviation \[*SD*\]* = *3.1 years) were recruited from the undergraduate research participant pool in the Department of Psychology at MacEwan University. All reported that they had NH and normal (or corrected) vision, and all spoke English as their first language. Motor ability was assessed prior to the experiment requiring participants to demonstrate facility in using a computer mouse for making response selections. All participants demonstrated normal manual skills in using the computer mouse and demonstrated no physical challenges in making timely responses using this device.

Stimuli {#sec3-2331216518804966}
-------

We produced audiovisual recordings of a single female actor generating expressive sentence-length speech in four emotions: Happy, sad, angry, and neutral (see [Table 1](#table1-2331216518804966){ref-type="table"} for the set of sentences and Supplemental Materials for auditory--visual examples). To create conditions that would best represent the naturalistic conditions encountered in conversational speech, we constructed sentences in which the semantic content is consistent with the prosodic expression of the emotions. The final corpus of audiovisual stimuli was selected based on a validation study that was conducted in our laboratory in which undergraduate students categorized the emotions of each recording. The final set was selected among those that were most accurately (at least 85% correct) and reliably categorized. Sentences ranged from four to six words in length and were an average of 2.5 s in duration. [Table 2](#table2-2331216518804966){ref-type="table"} lists the average mean pitch and speech rate of the talker. Table 1.Stimuli Sentences.Happy sentences Speech decoding condition: 1. "It's so good to see you" 2. "The puppy is coming home today" 3. "It's beautiful outside today" 4. "I love you so much" 5. "My favorite movie is on" Emotion recognition: 1. "Let's go play outside!" 2. "We're going on a trip today!" 3. "We're going to Grandma's today" 4. "We won our game today" 5. "I am so proud of you"Angry sentences Speech decoding condition: 1. "Why did you do that?" 2. "Don't talk to me like that!" 3. "Give that back, it's mine!" 4. "Don't be so rude!" 5. "Turn that game off right now!" Emotion recognition: 1. "Stop yelling at me!" 2. "I can't believe you broke the toy!" 3. "You never share anything!" 4. "I don't like this toy!" 5. "It's my turn on the computer!"Neutral sentences Speech decoding condition: 1. "I'm going to the store" 2. "The pencil is on the table" 3. "He can run very fast" 4. "My neighbor is outside" 5. "I bought chips for the movie" Emotion recognition: 1. "The movie is playing now" 2. "I have read many books" 3. "The store opens in ten minutes" 4. "The glass is beside you" 5. "Dinner is at five o'clock"Sad sentences Speech decoding condition: 1. "We had a fight yesterday" 2. "I am feeling sick today" 3. "I wish it would stop raining" 4. "I'm too tired to play" 5. "I can't go, I'm grounded" Emotion recognition: 1. "I miss my mom very much" 2. "I just want to go home" 3. "My goldfish died yesterday" 4. "I can't find my friends" 5. "My arm is really sore" Table 2.Speech Feature Characteristics of the Female Talker.EmotionSpeech FeatureNeutralAngrySadHappyAverage voice pitch (F0), Hz235.0280.4217.1284.5*SD* (Hz)13.638.816.928.5Average speech rate (words/s)2.241.951.941.99*SD* (words/s)0.350.460.500.32Average intensity range (dB)31.939.029.835.4*SD* (dB)3.25.82.33.7[^1]

The audio tracks were extracted from the videos and processed through a noise-band vocoder script that was implemented in MATLAB according to the algorithm described in [@bibr40-2331216518804966], [@bibr13-2331216518804966], and previously implemented in [@bibr54-2331216518804966]. The audio data were processed through a series of bandpass filters (two, three, four, and eight bands with increasing spectral resolution), spanning a 300- to 6000-Hz frequency range. The cross-over frequencies for the spectral band conditions are reported in [Table 3](#table3-2331216518804966){ref-type="table"}. The original sound files (digitized at 22 kHz, 16-bit resolution) were processed through a preemphasis Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 24 kHz and subsequently passed through a series of fourth-order elliptical band-pass filters (passband peak to peak ripple of 0.5 dB and minimum stopband attenuation of 40 dB) corresponding to the number of spectral bands. The temporal envelope, extracted from the original input signal by the Hilbert transform and low-passed filtered (cutoff 160 Hz), was used to modulate narrow-band Gaussian white noise. The product was then processed through the original input filters after which the outputs were then summed to form a noise-band signal. The result is a vocoded sample that preserves the temporal envelope and amplitude profile of the original acoustic signal, but its fine structure is replaced with white noise. [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"} shows spectrograms of an original and vocoded speech sample where it can be seen that formant spectral details are less distinct with increasing spectral degradation. The spectral band conditions were chosen based on a preliminary pilot study, in which 4, 8, 16, and 32 bands were used on an adult NH population that included 38 participants. Participants reached ceiling level for the higher resolution conditions, thus additional lower spectral band conditions were included in order to observe greater variability in performance for the current study. Table 3.Cutoff Frequencies (Hz) of Filterbanks for Each Spectral Band Condition.Spectral band conditionCutoff frequencies (Hz)Two bands30015286000Three bands30081422106000Four bands300722152830666000Eight bands300477722106115282174306642986000 Figure 1.Spectrogram of an original and noise-band vocoded sentence.

While keeping the amplitude profile intact, the overall sound levels for each vocoded sound file was adjusted (using Audacity audio software) to match those of the natural unprocessed versions. To create auditory--visual stimuli for the spectral band conditions, the original soundtrack from the videos was extracted and replaced with its vocoded version using the Apple iMovie application. Each vocoded sound file was time-matched and dubbed on to the silent videos and saved to create integrated audiovisual stimuli.

For the emotion recognition task, a custom computer program was developed to present sound and video stimuli and to record participants' selections by computer mouse. Sound files were presented at 65 dB (A) as measured by sound level meter (Check Mate Galaxy Audio SPL Meter, CM-130) positioned at the ear-level of listeners. Sentences were blocked by spectral band condition and by modality. The order of the blocks, and the sentences within them, were randomized for each participant. For each spectral band and unprocessed speech condition, five sentences were randomly selected with the condition that no sentence was repeated across spectral band condition, modality condition, and across speech and emotion tasks.

Procedure {#sec4-2331216518804966}
---------

All procedures were approved by MacEwan University's Institutional Review Board and carried out in full accordance with the ethical standards of the Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans. All participants provided written consent and completed a questionnaire of age, sex, language, and hearing status information. Course credit was given for their participation. All testing was conducted in a quiet room and was completed in a single experimental session lasting approximately 30 min in duration.

A practice session consisting of two auditory-only trials was administered to each participant in order to familiarize them with the sound of vocoded speech. For this purpose, sentences vocoded with 16 spectral bands were generated. This short exposure to the sounds of vocoded speech was intended to facilitate participants' transition to the task of listening to more distorted versions rather than to significantly increase the intelligibility of vocoded sentences as created by a perceptual *pop-out* effect ([@bibr11-2331216518804966]).

Participants were instructed to repeat the words that they heard and identify the emotion conveyed in the speech sample. In addition, two practice audiovisual samples of the same sentences were presented with the vocoded speech was dubbed onto the original visual recordings. Participants were instructed to repeat the words that they heard and identify the emotion in the video sample. Following their familiarization with vocoded sounds, they were informed that the subsequent task would involve listening to samples with greater levels of spectral degradation. Once participants were assured of the task requirements, they proceeded with the experiment.

The order of the speech decoding and emotion recognition task, modality, and spectral degradation conditions were counterbalanced for each participant. In the auditory-only speech decoding task, participants listened to sentence-length speech samples presented through loudspeakers (Harman/Kardon HK 195 multimedia speaker system) placed 60 cm apart on either side of the computer monitor that was positioned 60 cm in front of the listener. Following the presentation of the sentence, participants were asked to repeat the words verbatim. They proceeded to the next trial by clicking on the *Play* button presented on the computer monitor. In the auditory--visual version of this task, participants watched video samples of the talker speaking the sentences. Following each trial, participants' verbal responses were recorded with a microphone (Yeti LE Professional USB microphone) connected directly to a laptop computer and were saved for offline analysis.

In the auditory-only version of the emotion recognition task, participants listened to sound files with a static picture of a loudspeaker displayed onscreen for the duration of the trial. In the auditory--visual version, participants watched a video of the talker onscreen. Following each trial, participants were asked to identify the emotion by selecting among four icons presented on the computer monitor depicting *happy*, *sad*, *angry*, and *neutral* faces. No feedback was provided after each trial. All sound samples were presented at approximately 65 dB SPL through loudspeakers positioned at each side of a central computer monitor on a desktop surface.

Accuracy and response times were measured to assess speech and emotion recognition performance. While both tasks did not occur under speeded task conditions as commonly employed in paradigms that assess cognitive load, self-paced response time measurements as used in the current study can be a useful index of cognitive processing and cognitive effort when intelligibility is affected by noise ([@bibr38-2331216518804966]) and by spectral degradation as modeled by CI simulated hearing ([@bibr37-2331216518804966].

Results {#sec5-2331216518804966}
=======

Speech Decoding Analysis {#sec6-2331216518804966}
------------------------

The recordings were assessed offline by one experimenter and a speech decoding score was calculated as the total number of correctly repeated whole words per sentence. Accuracy per spectral band condition was reported as the percentage of correctly repeated words across all sentences in that condition. Similar to a previous method used evaluate performance in a sentence repetition task ([@bibr23-2331216518804966]), we measured response latency as the interval between the offset of the prerecorded sentence and the onset of the participant's vocal repetition of that sentence.

[Figure 2](#fig2-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"} depicts the speech decoding accuracy per spectral band condition. To examine whether accuracies achieved in both auditory and auditory--visual speech decoding of the original (unprocessed) recordings were at ceiling, one-sample *t* tests were conducted against perfect accuracy and confirmed that ceiling accuracies were achieved in these conditions (*p*s \> .05). Further, all 30 participants achieved 100% accuracy in these conditions indicating that our recorded speech samples were readily intelligible when clear speech is presented in both modality conditions. Inspection of the score in the eight-band auditory--visual condition revealed near-ceiling scores. However, upon a closer examination of the scores between the eight-band and the original auditory--visual conditions, they were significantly different from each other, *t*(29) = −3.29, *p* = .003. In contrast to the original speech condition where all participants achieved perfect accuracy, 20 of 30 participants achieved 100% accuracy in the eight-band auditory--visual condition with the remaining participants scoring in the 86% to 95% accuracy range. Taken together, ceiling performance was not achieved in the eight-band auditory--visual condition. Figure 2.Mean speech decoding accuracy per spectral band condition for auditory and auditory--visual modalities. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

To account for the ceiling, or near-ceiling effects, in the auditory--visual condition and its nonlinear and nonadditive effect on the proportion correct scale, statistical analyses were performed on the rationalized arcsine transformation of these scores ([@bibr46-2331216518804966]). The rationalized arcsine transformed units (*R*) ranged from −1.45 to 30.37 rau, corresponding to accuracy scores of 0% to 100%, respectively. For ease of interpretation, however, the associated figures for speech decoding performance are displayed as percentage correct.

Because the speech decoding accuracy for the original speech samples was at ceiling (*M* = 100%, *SD* = 0%; or *R* = 30.37 rau, *SD* = 0 rau), it was not included in the analysis. A 2 modality (auditory-only, auditory-visual) × 4 spectral degradation (two, three, four, and eight spectral bands) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; with Greenhouse--Geisser correction for sphericity) on speech decoding accuracy revealed a main effect of modality---*F*(1.0, 29.0) = 51.37, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .14---with participants achieving higher accuracies in the auditory--visual condition (*M* = 76.9%, *SD* = 16.4%; *R* = 24.87 rau, *SD* = 7.07 rau) than in the auditory-only condition (*M* = 51.5%, *SD* = 19.0%; *R* = 16.71 rau, *SD* = 12.68 rau). In addition, the analysis revealed a main effect of spectral degradation: *F*(2.0, 58.7) = 192.93, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= 0.54. However, a two-way interaction between modality and spectral degradation---*F*(1.6, 45.5) = 45.90, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .10---revealed that the loss of spectral detail affected speech decoding differently depending on whether speech was presented with auditory-only or auditory--visual information. To analyze this interaction, separate one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for each modality followed by post hoc multiple comparisons. A significant simple main effect of auditory modality---*F*(2.5, 71.2) = 204.42, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .88---followed by pairwise *t* tests (Holm--Bonferroni correction) revealed that accuracy in the two-band condition (*M* = 3.2%, *SD* = 8.2%; *R* = .41 rau, *SD* = 4.45 rau), while significantly different from floor-level performance (*p* = .03), improved monotonically (*p*s \< .001) across the three- and four-band conditions (*M*s = 31.9%, 85.8%; *SD*s = 26.8%, 24.1%, respectively; or *R*s = 12.58, 26.84 rau; *SD*s = 8.39, 6.78 rau, respectively). Finally, accuracy in the four-band condition matched that attained in the eight-band condition (*M* = 84.9%, *SD* = 16.7%; or *R* = 27.0 rau, *SD* = 3.9 rau, *p* \> .05).

A significant simple main effect in the auditory--visual modality---*F*(1.9, 55.0) = 44.32, *p* \< .001, η^2^*^ ^= *.60---revealed that accuracies in the lower two- and three-band conditions (*M*s = 55.9%, 58.1%; *SD*s = 28.7%, 25.5%, respectively; or *R*s = 19.6, 20.5 rau, *SD* = 7.9, 6.5 rau, respectively) were similar (*p* \> .05) yet significantly poorer (*p*s \< .001) than those attained in the higher four- and eight-band conditions (*M*s = 95.7%, 98.1%; *SD*s = 8.2%, 3.1%, respectively; or *R*s = 29.4, 30.0 rau; *SD*s = 1.8, .7 rau, respectively), which were also similar in accuracy (*p* \> .05). Paired *t* tests comparing accuracies between the auditory and auditory--visual modalities at each spectral band condition revealed that speech decoding improved significantly in the multimodal condition across all levels of spectral degradation (*ps* \< .05).

To examine how modality and spectral degradation affected participants' response latencies (see [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"}), response times were submitted to a 2 modality (auditory-only, auditory--visual) × 5 spectral degradation (two, three, four, and eight spectral bands, Original) ANOVA with Greenhouse--Geisser correction for sphericity. A main effect of modality---*F*(1,29) = 37.46, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .08---revealed that speech decoding took longer in the auditory condition (*M* = 2.11 s, *SD* = .93 s) than in the auditory--visual condition (*M* = 1.66 s, *SD* = 0.67 s). The main effect of spectral degradation was also significant: *F*(2.3, 67.9) = 172.33, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .66. Response times decreased monotonically (*M*s = 2.96, 2.15, 1.76, 1.48, 1.09; *SD*s = .81, .58, .52, .42, .27 s) with increasing spectral information, as confirmed by paired *t* tests (*p*s \< .001) conducted between successive spectral band conditions (two, three, four, eight, and Original, respectively). Figure 3.Latency of speech decoding per spectral band condition for auditory and auditory--visual modalities. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

More importantly, as seen in [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"}, the significant two-way interaction between modality and spectral degradation condition---*F*(2.9, 84.1) = 7.50, *p* \< .001, *η^2^*^ ^= .02---indicated that spectral degradation affected response latencies across modality conditions differently. An analysis of the simple main effects revealed that the difference in response latencies between the auditory-only and auditory--visual modality were significant at each spectral band condition (paired *t* tests, *p*s \< .001), with spectral degradation having a more pronounced effect on increasing the response time of auditory-only speech decoding at the lowest spectral band conditions.

Emotion Recognition Analysis {#sec7-2331216518804966}
----------------------------

[Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"} displays the emotion recognition accuracy per spectral band condition. Exceptionally, accuracy scores were at ceiling across all spectral band conditions in the auditory--visual modality (*M* = 99.6%, *SD* = 1.6%) and were thus subsequently omitted from further analyses. While the assumption of normality was not met in the current data set, the assumption of sphericity was satisfied. Ceiling accuracies achieved in auditory--visual emotion recognition indicate that spectral degradation had no effect on emotion recognition when more reliable visual cues were provided. By contrast, emotion recognition in the auditory-only modality (*M* = 70.0%, *SD* = 20.1%) was affected by spectral degradation---*F*(4, 116) = 56.85, *p* \< .001, η^2 ^= .66---yet scores in each spectral band condition were reliably above chance performance (where chance is 25%, *p*s \< .05). Emotion recognition accuracy in the two-band condition (*M* = 30.8%, *SD* = 24.2%) was significantly poorer (*p*s \< .001) than in three- and four-band conditions (*M*s = 61.7%, 68.3%; *SD*s = 27.6%, 25.4%, respectively), which were not significantly different from each other. However, accuracy scores in these intermediate spectral degradation conditions were significantly poorer (*p*s \< .001) than scores achieved in the eight-band condition (*M* = 90.0%; *SD* = 16.9%) and the original speech condition (*M* = 98.3%, *SD* = 6.3%), which was at ceiling levels. Figure 4.Mean emotion recognition accuracy per spectral band condition for auditory and auditory--visual modalities. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Response latency in each condition was calculated as the average interval between mouse responses used to select an emotion icon onscreen. An analysis of latencies using the same ANOVA test revealed no significant main effects or two-way interaction between spectral degradation and modality (see [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, unlike the response times used to discern the words in the sentence repetition task, the latency responses were not sensitive to spectral degradation and modality effects in the judgment of emotion in this context. In the auditory-only modality, the mean latencies across two-, three-, four-, eight-band, and Original conditions were 4.40, 4.19, 4.26, 3.62, and 4.27 s (*SD*s = 1.57, 2.21, 1.99, .65, and 1.53 s), respectively. In the auditory--visual modality, the mean latencies across conditions with increasing spectral resolution were 4.35, 4.38, 4.30, 4.43, and 4.34 s (*SD*s = 0.36, 1.36, .64, 1.80, and .39 s), respectively. Figure 5.Latency of emotion recognition per spectral band condition for auditory and auditory--visual modalities. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

To examine the pattern of errors across emotion categories, we analyzed the frequency of confusions between the target emotion and responses. [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"} shows the confusion matrices for each spectral band condition in the auditory-only emotion recognition task. Each confusion matrix was submitted to a Kappa analysis to determine the agreement between the observed and expected responses ([@bibr10-2331216518804966]). The greatest number of errors occurred in the most degraded two-band condition resulting in poor agreement between observed and expected responses, $\overset{\hat{}}{K}$ = .10, standard error (*SE*) = .07. While there were considerably fewer errors in the three- and eight-band conditions, agreement between observed and expected responses increased from poor to fair, $\overset{\hat{}}{K}$ = .15, .23 (*SE*s = .09, .10, respectively). The fewest errors occurred in the eight-band condition with a moderate agreement between observed and expected responses, $\overset{\hat{}}{K}$ = .46*, SE* = .16. Figure 6.Confusion matrices, auditory-only emotion recognition. Darker colors represent more errors, while lighter colors represent fewer errors. The observed frequency of errors for each response--target emotion combination is reported in each cell.

In the most degraded two-band condition, confusions were distributed across a wide range of emotion categories with the most frequent occurring among sad, happy, and neutral emotions. The frequency of errors among emotions decreased with increasing spectral resolution, and there was no discernible systematic pattern of errors occurring across spectral band conditions. Thus, increasing spectral resolution increased emotion perception across categories used in the current task.

Discussion {#sec8-2331216518804966}
==========

The goal of the present research was to ascertain the impact of spectral degradation on speech decoding and emotion recognition, and to determine whether the provision of congruent dynamic visual cues in a talker's facial expression bolsters performance in these abilities in comparison to unimodal auditory input. We assessed the impact of these factors on participants' accuracy and latency responses in tasks requiring them to report the words and identify the emotion in spoken sentences presented in auditory-only and audiovisual presentations of a female talker. The results from this study demonstrated that listeners capitalized on multimodal auditory--visual speech presentations to improve both speech and emotion recognition accuracies. While the addition of visual speech cues increased speech decoding accuracies incrementally with increasing spectral detail, the addition of visual cues bolstered emotion recognition performance to ceiling levels across all spectral degradation conditions. That is, when auditory information was compromised and made unreliable by spectral degradation, listeners relied primarily on visual prosody to achieve perfect accuracy in emotion identification. While we did not instruct participants to adopt a particular strategy, the forced choice nature of the response format likely promoted an attentional strategy wherein the participant could rely exclusively on the dynamic visual information and not on the interpretation of the semantic content of sentences to identify emotions accurately.

We speculate that response latencies were less informative on emotion recognition performance as the self-paced and forced choice nature of the task placed less working memory demands on participants. Thus, this measure may not have been sensitive to task difficulty as it was for the sentence repetition task, which demanded greater memory and cognitive resources under conditions of spectral degradation ([@bibr23-2331216518804966]).

The current findings are consistent with those reported in a recent investigation examining adolescent and adult CI users' closed set emotion recognition from multisensory talker information ([@bibr15-2331216518804966]). While CI users were less accurate than hearing controls in recognizing emotions from prosodic vocal cues alone, they relied more strongly on visual facial expressions as indicated by a cost to performance when visual facial cues were incongruent with the vocal expressive cues.

Our findings are also consistent with those observed by [@bibr15-2331216518804966] in that the ceiling performance seen across spectral band conditions is indicative that multisensory emotion perception is dominated by the visual modality in actual CI users. That is, when the lack of spectrotemporal fine structure interferes with the perception of auditory prosodic information, observers can flexibly adapt to attend to the more reliable sensory mode presented in the task at hand. A limitation of the current study is the absence of a visual-only emotion identification condition that would enable us to ascertain the relative contribution of auditory information in the multimodal condition. However, an analysis of the distribution of scores in the auditory-only emotion recognition condition indicates that few participants were able to achieve perfect scores on the basis of degraded auditory input alone (see [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216518804966){ref-type="fig"}), especially in the most degraded conditions. Notably, in the two-band condition, only one participant was able to achieve perfect emotion identification from auditory cues alone. Thus, the ceiling performance observed across spectral degradation conditions in auditory--visual emotion recognition is likely attributed to informative visual cues to a greater extent, and to auditory cues to a lesser extent. Figure 7.Number of participants per score across spectral band conditions in the auditory-only emotion recognition task.

An analysis of the errors in the auditory-only condition revealed that confusions between happy, sad, and neutral emotions were more frequent under greater spectral degradation and they diminished with increasing spectral detail. The angry emotion was least confused, which is likely attributed to its contrasting and wide intensity range in comparison to the other emotions. While the frequency of errors decreased with increasing spectral resolution, systematic confusions attributed to emotional intensity or valence were not apparent across spectral degradation conditions. The poor agreement between observed and expected responses in participants' confusions patterns is indicative of this. We found, however, that informative visual cues enabled listeners to overcome all confusions occurring in spectrally degraded auditory-only presentations and identify emotions with perfect accuracy.

The importance of visual cues in emotion perception, whether provided unimodally or in combination with auditory information, have been noted previously in the performance of young CI users. For instance, [@bibr34-2331216518804966] observed that CI users' identification of emotion from a closed set was significantly poorer in the auditory-only modality than in the visual-only and auditory--visual modalities---the latter two conditions eliciting equal effectiveness in emotion perception suggesting that auditory information added no benefit when combined with visual cues. However, it is noted that when emotional expressions are placed on neutral sentences, as those used by Most and Aviner, CI listeners may direct more attention toward the visual modality where the most informative cues are present instead of the auditory modality where the speech content has no meaningful information. By contrast, when congruent sentence content and prosodic information are matched as employed in this study, a condition is created such that reliable emotion cues are distributed across both auditory and visual modalities thereby requiring the listener to attend to both modalities. Thus, studies that employ neutral sentences ([@bibr49-2331216518804966]), semantically anomalous phrases (e.g., [@bibr12-2331216518804966]), or pseudowords (e.g., [@bibr15-2331216518804966]) in order to disentangle the segmental and prosodic contributions to emotion perception may underestimate the actual emotion perception abilities of CI users in everyday contexts. Paradigms employing ecologically valid linguistic stimuli, such as familiar and meaningful sentences, have shown a pattern of sensory-semantic integration that is distinct from that occurring in experimentally derived stimuli that do not have a meaningful linguistic context. For instance, the brain's response varies distinctly across the presentation of random words, unrelated sentences, and coherent narratives with activation expanding from left-lateralized core language areas to bilateral activation reflecting a greater demand for sensory-semantic integration to process increasingly meaningful and coherent language ([@bibr58-2331216518804966]). The congruency between the semantic meaning and emotion expression in a linguistic context will likely yield a more unified mental representation of speech and emotion content. Future research could determine more precisely the relative contribution of semantic and prosodic information on these mental representations by varying the congruency of these factors and observing its impact on auditory--visual integration in speech and emotion perception.

The current study's approach of using semantically meaningful sentence materials that are congruent with the intended emotion provides an important benchmark of CI simulated performance to be considered alongside those from neutral, pseudowords, and semantically neutral sentence materials. While we observed progressively better speech recognition performance in the multimodal condition than in the unimodal auditory-only condition, a striking contrast occurred in the multimodal emotion recognition task where ceiling performance was achieved across all levels spectral degradation. This result suggests that participants relied on the available visual speech and facial emotion cues to overcome degraded emotion cues presented in the auditory channel, especially in the lowest spectral band conditions. The greater importance of nonverbal emotion information (available in facial expression and vocal prosody) over verbal emotion information (sentence meaning) has been observed a study examining subjective emotion judgments and cortical responses to audiovisual recordings of sentence-length stimuli spoken by actors ([@bibr24-2331216518804966]). These audiovisual recordings captured natural vocal and facial expressions---deemed by the investigators to have high ecological validity---that were either congruent or incongruent with the sentence meaning that indicated an actor's current emotional state. The behavior index used to measure the relative importance of verbal versus nonverbal cues indicated that, for the most part, nonverbal cues played a dominant role in participants' judgments of emotions even when the semantic meaning of the verbal content contradicted these nonverbal cues. Notably, a ceiling effect in this behavior index was observed in a third of their participants, which the investigators interpreted as a clear indicator of the non-verbal cues' dominance over verbal cues in emotion judgments. These findings corroborate the occurrence of the ceiling effect observed in the current audiovisual emotion recognition task where the addition of nonverbal visual cues could have exerted a strong influence to raise performance to ceiling levels. To deter this ceiling effect, we would need to employ finer grained manipulations in the auditory--visual features or task conditions, with a possible negative consequence of reducing the external validity of our findings.

Furthermore, the greater social relevance of emotionally meaningful information confers greater cognitive advantages than those with less emotion meaning and is likely to be favorable to the performance of CI users. This is supported by neuroimaging studies that documented stronger activation for non-verbal emotional stimuli at the level of the whole brain ([@bibr24-2331216518804966]) and heightened activation involved in the processing of affective states that have social relevance ([@bibr27-2331216518804966]). While we have optimized our task conditions using semantically meaningful speech materials that match the intended emotional expression, future studies could vary the congruence of these cues to examine whether this ceiling effect still occurs in auditory--visual presentations.

Our report on hearing listeners' performance in decoding speech and emotion from spectrally degraded acoustic signals are consistent with observations on CI users' difficulties perceiving the auditory pitch and timing cues that cue emotion ([@bibr52-2331216518804966]; [@bibr55-2331216518804966]). In addition, our reported accuracies in auditory-only speech decoding are generally consistent with those in previous reports using vocoder simulations to examine speech perception at similar levels of spectral degradation. For instance, the generally high speech decoding performance at four- and eight-band spectral resolution (i.e., 85%) observed in the current study are within the range of those reported by [@bibr30-2331216518804966] who reported speech perception accuracies as high as 90% with a five-channel vocoder simulation and asymptotic performance with eight-channel simulations. It is noteworthy that in our four-spectral band condition, speech decoding accuracies greatly outpaced emotion recognition accuracy at the same level even when task conditions were optimized in a forced choice response format. While these outcomes are encouraging, these speech perception scores are still well below those achieved in their intact acoustic form. Given the vocoder frequency range spans 300 to 6000 Hz and that our female talker's average voice pitch falls just below the lower limit, it is likely that the weak voice pitch cues conveyed in the temporal envelope of CI hearing figured less prominently in listeners' perception of emotion (Green, Faulkner, & Rosen, 2004). Instead, speech rate and intensity change are more reliable and secondary prosodic cues that differentiate emotions when the signal is degraded ([@bibr22-2331216518804966]). In the current study, happy is spoken at a faster rate in comparison to neutral, angry, and sad, which were spoken at slower rates. The angry emotion spanned a wider intensity range than the remaining three emotions (see [Table 2](#table2-2331216518804966){ref-type="table"}).

Limitations of CI users' performance in more adverse real-world listening conditions will likely require training strategies that capitalize on informative cues from other sensory modalities. For instance, in the lowest spectral resolution conditions, our results indicate that speech decoding on the basis of auditory temporal cues alone is poor. With the addition of visual speech cues, however, performance accuracies increased considerably from near zero to over 50% accuracy in the two-band condition. While the multimodal advantage was seen across all levels of spectral degradation, the greatest gains were observed in conditions with the poorest spectral resolution.

Enhancing the communication outcomes of CI users through multimodal means has considerable implications given the documented challenges that extend generally to speech communication and emotion reasoning. For instance, difficulties with emotion understanding are associated with greater risk for developing symptoms of psychopathology or poor social functioning ([@bibr14-2331216518804966]). Because emotion understanding is a multidimensional percept involving the integration of sensory and linguistic information, hearing loss may place individuals at risk for developing ineffective skills to decode the expression of discrete emotions that are critical for effective communication. Visual input alone is ineffective for a comprehensive understanding of emotion as there are some indications that young CI children have difficulties discriminating facial expressive cues from static images, which may be exacerbated by late auditory input ([@bibr57-2331216518804966]).

Results from the current vocoder simulations demonstrating gains from multisensory input are consistent with similarly documented effects in candidate and current CI users. For instance, there are indications that visual skill in speech reading can form the foundation for good speech outcomes following cochlear implantation in prelingually deaf children. In addition, speechreading and speech perception of audiovisual information prior to implantation are reliable predictors of postimplantation success in speech and language development ([@bibr2-2331216518804966]; [@bibr3-2331216518804966]; [@bibr4-2331216518804966]). Further, spoken language accompanied by signing has been found to improve CI users\' speech recognition, comprehension, and learning in a college classroom setting ([@bibr6-2331216518804966]).

While vocoder CI simulations have been used previously to examine auditory training effects and signal processing ([@bibr5-2331216518804966]) and to examine speech feature manipulation ([@bibr28-2331216518804966]), the current findings extend the scope of these simulations by identifying some parameters in which multimodal auditory--visual integration can improve speech and emotion perception under conditions of poor spectral resolution. They can inform new directions in rehabilitation schemes that enable CI listeners to capitalize on multimodal cues early on in order to accelerate acclimatization to their devices and optimize auditory learning following implantation.
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